
R. L BHUVANA SRI CASE STUDY REPORT

Name: Rachamalla Laxmi Bhuvana Sri  

Age: 14 years 

Class: 8th English medium 

School Name: S.D.V.R ZPSS B Gangaram 

Address: Gangaram 

Father Name: Rachamalla sreemanarayana 

Occupation: Newspaper agent 

Mather Name: Rachamalla Nagalakshmi 

Occupation: Tailor  

Sister Name: Rachamalla Amrutha vally 

Study: Inter 2nd Year  

My name is R. L Bhuvana sri, I am from 8th standard in SDVR School Gangaram. I have taken Byjus Tab as per 
my merit. I am very low in subjects Math’s, Biology, I don’t have any sources to get tuition and nobody is 

available.  I felt very sad because of low marks in various subjects. I have nervous feel before I receive my 

answer sheet before. My teacher may should before all students is my feeling. But now Tanla Foundation has 

given tabs to us, I felt very happy. I take regular revision by using tab and listening lesions. Mainly I have 

listened dull students more by this step. I have been improved now. I use the tab 2 hours daily. 

My parents and teachers fell very happy by seeing this method every day. They have noticed change in my 

method. I belive that every student get success by using this tab if they provide to everyone. My parents have 

heartful thanks to Tanla Foundation and special regards to them. Finally I am very thankful to Tanla who 

has encouraged me hearty thank to them.  



Following this achieved marks tabs has given which they get in SA-1, SA-2 Examinations. 

ACADEMIC IMPROVEMENT THROUGH BYJUS TABS 

STUDENT 
NAME CLASS SUBJECTS 

SA1 
MARKS GARDE 

SA2 
MARKS GRADE 

R.L Bhuvana sri
8th 
Em Telugu 84 96 

Hindi 70 91 

English 68 97 

Maths* 54 37 

Science 78 85 

Social 78 96 

Total 432 B1 502 A2 

* Feedback from Headmistress about low scores in Maths in SA2 is that the SA1 portion was very less hence 
scores were high. 59/111 students scored notably less marks in SA2. She attributed partly the poor scores to 
covid third wave also.

CLASS TEACHER FEEDBACK 

This is Sheshu Kumar S.D.V.R ZPS SCHOOL B.GANGARAM. Biology teacher. Bhuvana Sri One of my student s. 

she is studying VIII class. She was little bit backward in my subject. Even I put more efforts to words my 

subjects. But good growth in my subject after providing BYJUS TAB. She has improved lot of grasping capacity 

throw visual Effects than my black board. I thank full to TANLA FOUNDATION, to providing such kind of use full 

and effective TABS.  

I hope that this kind of tabs will provided by you (TANLA FOUNDATION). 


